From: "tony newbill" <ajironworks@w3az.net>
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2007 3:58 PM
Subject: Fw: IP&R complaint withdraw notice

FROM: BETA NAMING AND CONSULTING

DOCUMENT REDACTED
Exemption 6, FOIA
5 USC 552(b)(6)

WHAT IS YOUR COMPLAINT?

Please be as specific as possible within the space provided

Name of mass media invention promoter advertised in: (i.e., TV, Radio, Newspaper, Magazine, Other)

8/20/2007
Invention promotion services offered to be performed: **Prototype Development**, **Marketing submittal to Potential Manufacturer Licensees**, to sign agreements and share in royalty Payments from license agreement with Manufacturers.

Explanation of complaint between customer and invention promoter:

DEAR USPTO, I would like to withdraw all my complaints I recently filed on IP&R, (Inventors Publishing and Research) at this time, because I need to give my lawsuit as much potential as I can, and this complaint could jeopardize my ability to bring to justice the Complaints I have and am getting ready to file on the above mentioned Invention Promoter, IP&R.

Sorry for any inconvenience. Thank you for your time, and have a Great day. Anthony J. Newbill

Signed: Date: 8-20-07

Burden Hour Statement: This collection of information is provided for by 35 U.S.C. § 297(d). The information regarding invention promoters will be released to the public. This form is estimated to take 15 minutes to complete. This time will vary depending upon the needs of the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you are required to complete this form should be sent to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, Mail Stop Chief Information Officer, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS.